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This article examines enduring racist-nationalist imaginings of the Eastern European other in British
television fictions, demonstrated via Brexit-era1 BBC prestige dramas2 broadcast on UK television
before international release via Netflix. We begin our discussion by briefly flagging up some of the key
issues in the BBC1 miniseries The Salisbury Poisonings (2020), itself not our main object of study. This
detour even before we begin our analysis proper is justified by the transparency of The Salisbury
Poisonings’ nationalistic rhetoric, which conjures up with no subtlety the toxic-beastly menace of
Eastern Europe. We will then move on to three case studies, each focused on a drama series celebrated
in critical and scholarly responses as progressive/joyous fictional representations of minoritized and/or
marginalized bodies,3 to demonstrate the presence of the same imaginings of the Eastern European
foreign other in our selected programmes, and to highlight how such dehumanizing representations
can nestle within ostensibly empowering and positive discourses of identity. That is to say, the key
claim we make is not that UK imaginings of the Eastern European other are newly xenophobic, nor do
we pretend to draw attention to negative portrayals of Eastern Europeans in UK popular culture for
the first time. Rather, we make the important point that ostensibly progressive fictional
representations accommodate racist-xenophobic discourses of Eastern Europeanness, which remain
unnoticed – or at least unremarked upon in celebratory critical responses – despite the obvious
reproduction of age-old narratives of Eastern European savagery, barbarism and pathological threat in
the Brexit era. The article is informed by a growing body of interdisciplinary scholarship on racialized
European imaginings of Europe’s margins, which it proposes to enrich with a theoretically and
historically informed close reading of key examples of the BBC’s internationally distributed prestige
television drama output.4
The Salisbury Poisonings recounts the story of the 2018 attempt on the life of former Russian military
officer and spy Sergei Skripal and her daughter Yulia, found poisoned with the nerve agent Novichok
on a Salisbury bench. The attempted assassination, allegedly on orders of the Russian state, sparked
an international diplomatic dispute, and also initiated a local public health crisis due to Novichok’s
extreme toxicity. In its efforts to characterise the poison’s Russian victims as contaminating agents –
foreign bodies that are a threat to a host body – and thus deny them the humanity or victimhood it
attributes to the British casualties, The Salisbury Poisonings exhibits a startlingly direct xenophobia
against the Eastern Europeans it sees as parasitic infiltrators. The narrative proper starts at the park

bench where the two figures silently collapse. Their visual depictions are limited to distanced back-ofthe-head long shots alternating with blurred faces in medium shots, the camera instead picking out
passers-by in the background. Their features quite literally erased, the Skripals are denied agency or
lines of dialogue throughout the series. The targets’ attributed role is that of the foreign other bringing
biopolitical danger home to the local community, which metonymically represents the national
community.
The Salisbury Poisonings’ celebration of British authorities and the local community authenticates itself
through opening credits compiled of real BBC news footage, using the framework of a ripped-fromthe-headlines realism. However, the montage of BBC news snippets kick-starting Episode 1 also makes
clear that the lionisation of collective national identity manifested in national-local and institutionalindividual cooperation is predicated on xenophobic fearmongering against East European infiltrators
of a coherent British national body. The opening credits’ news montage effectively signals these
concerns by reminding audiences of the cold spell that reached Southern England in March 2018. ‘The
Beast from the East’, as the weather phenomenon was christened by the tabloid press, is a descriptor
repeatedly used in the title sequence, which strategically conflates this climate-change-induced
extreme weather event with antidemocratic Russian politics by illustrating the headline and weather
reports with images of Vladimir Putin (‘Episode 1’, 1:1). This evocation of Eastern savagery and
invasion, a crude foreboding of the chilling threat from authoritarian Russia, heralds the series’
approach to Eastern European presence in the UK, imagining the home nation both as landmass under
threat and as the physical bodies of the (British) Novichok victims.
While The Salisbury Poisonings conveys its nationalist hostility against the Eastern European itinerant
other directly, thanks to its generic positioning in the social-political BBC drama heritage that relies on
topicality and social realism,5 our interest here lies more in excavating how this sentiment works in
more opaque ways in genres not readily associated with social-issue storytelling. Thus, the analysis
centres on three fictional ‘genre’ dramas: vampire horror Dracula (BBC1, 2020), period medical drama
Call the Midwife (BBC1, 2012-), and crime thriller Killing Eve (BBC America, 2018-). These series, each
of which imagines the Eastern European itinerant as a riddle to be solved, mobilise genres of fantasy
and stylistic excess. Channelled through distinct genre vocabularies, in configuring the Eastern
European foreigner as threat to idea(l)s of Britishness, these series exhibit striking commonalities in
using television genre tropes to conjure imageries of bodily contagion, geographic invasion, parasitism,
backwardness, deviance, and savagery.
The drama programmes we discuss were produced with an eye for the global streaming marketplace
as signalled by their international distribution by Netflix. These series were commissioned by the BBC

for international streaming and thus exporting ideas of Britishness, indicating that there are two
dynamics at play with crucial implications for the racialised configuration of Eastern European–UK
relations. First, while in the streaming era the BBC is enmeshed in a crisis narrative that sees Europe’s
oldest and most respected public service broadcaster in competition for digital territory with Netflix,
the streaming giant carries a range of BBC programmes on its non-UK platforms under its ‘Originals’
banner. That is to say, Netflix plays a key role in promoting these programmes’ configurations of
Britishness as global cultural diversity overseas.6 So while BBC-produced prestige dramas speak to a
British domestic audience of licence fee payers, offering up ideas of Britishness packaged within the
public service remit of the broadcaster, they are also put to use as Netflix‘s own-branded products,
marketed and consumed as texts demonstrating the streaming giant‘s commitment to regionalism and
transnational diversity.7 Thus the dramas examined sit in a manner of tension with themselves: they
are both the articulation of a majority viewpoint, generously imagining an inclusive national space,8
and examples of representation from a marginal position when viewed from the US-centred
hegemonic position of Netflix.9 Second, and in part due to this dual positioning as centre-yet-margin,
the dramas in question belong to a range of contemporary Anglophone programming produced for a
global market, which aligns itself with the current surge of Western feminist and antiracist discourses
by foregrounding ‘diverse’ female protagonists and authorship, tropes of the ‘complex female
character’, the female antiheroine10 and gender-inverted leading roles, as well as themes associated
with contemporary popular feminism11 such as women’s bodily autonomy, resilience, multicultural
female camaraderie, and queer desire. The BBC’s declared commitment to representing diversity and
a multicultural Britain12 aligns with these trends and our article builds on existing scholarship on the
broadcaster’s exclusionary practices in defining multicultural Britishness, highlighting the crucial role
of the Eastern European itinerant for these dynamics.13
Scholarship on crises of the BBC under broader economic, technological, institutional, and cultural
shifts has engaged with how these have affected the institution’s modes of original drama output in
different eras. This attention points to drama’s importance to the BBC’s identity as producer of prestige
programming and to the fulfilment of the corporation’s public service broadcasting (PSB) remit. Given
that the BBC is tasked with representing modern Britishness both domestically and transnationally, its
preservation against trends of the global streaming age is tantamount to the protection of
(articulations of) national identity itself. Identifying the BBC with the national character is also
undergirded by its drama outputs’ recurrent efforts to position other state institutions as repositories
of quintessential Britishness, such as the celebration of the National Health Service (NHS) in Call the
Midwife, or the portrayal of the intelligence agencies in Spooks (BBC1, 2002-2011) and Killing Eve.14
Many of these dramas are carried transnationally, in turn, by the non-UK platforms of Netflix and

Amazon Prime, which themselves trade in promoting global diversity and multiculturalism as part of
their brand identities, couched in American understandings of progressive cultural politics.15 In a
seemingly paradoxical synergy, which we argued above is the outcome of identical processes of
seeking to project diversity, the series’ cultural cachet of Britishness is channelled overseas through
American streaming corporations, supposed enemies of national PSB. Crucially to the argument we
propose, the Britishness promoted hinges on BBC-legitimated antagonistic imaginings of Eastern
Europeanness.
As indicated, the BBC’s commitment to multiculturalism, gender equality and antiracism as part of its
PSB remit has been criticised in scholarship for its contradictory implementation. For Malik, British
television as key site of modern Britain’s self-representation ‘continues, in varying degrees and
fashions, to resist these [values]’.16 But following Ghassan Hage, we note that these attitudes, rather
than contradictions, are best understood as inherent features of white nationalist discourses in the
modern nation state.17 For Hage, discourses of tolerance and intolerance, or racism and
multiculturalism, are not dichotomous but sliding-scale expressions of an assumed right and power to
manage the national space from a given rhetorical position. Since the choice to tolerate others
presumes a pre-existing power to not tolerate,
…the difference between those who practise nationalist exclusion and those who practise
nationalist inclusion is not one of people committed to exclusion versus people
committed to inclusion, but rather one of people with different thresholds of tolerance.
It is the discourse of the dominant that transforms this difference of threshold into a
difference between tolerant and intolerant because in doing so it mystifies into an
essentialist ethical choice (are you or are you not tolerant?) what is a socially determined
differential capacity for tolerance.18
In relation to the BBC’s purported embrace of multiculturalism and diversity, the issue is not simply
how committed the corporation is to this policy. Rather, what is at stake is that such institutional
discourses are part of the project of ‘realising the national will’ to retain management rights of
boundaries and limitations of inclusion and exclusion.19 In this case, the BBC’s overt commitment to
postcolonial, post-empire anti-racism helps gloss over the simultaneous projection of racist
xenophobia onto the figure of the parasitic Eastern European. According to Rzepnikowska, who draws
on Sivanandan20, this is xeno-racism or cultural racism, a process in which nationalist exclusion
becomes legitimised by categorising cultural-national difference as ‘not-quite-whiteness’.21 The
notable increase in BBC drama configurations of the Eastern European as contagious, parasitic other,
happens in tandem with its increased post-empire, postcolonial tolerance discourse. In its shifting

localisation of the foreign racialised other, this exposes a continued underlying effort to exercise a
national will by maintaining control in the cultural imaginary over who should and should not be
tolerated.

’The Rules of the Beast’: The Dracula miniseries as immigration fantasy
It is an axiom in literary theory that Bram Stoker’s Dracula expresses Victorian-era British anxieties
about an Eastern European invasion imagined as a racialized threat against the weakening Empire
through a narrative of ‘reverse colonisation’.22 The BBC miniseries turns key aspects of the novel‘s
immigration fantasy as contagion/contamination of British blood, bodies, landmass, language, and
culture into literalized and often verbalized plot points, resonating especially strongly with Brexit-era
British discourses on immigration. The axiomatic nature of this issue for literary theory is also
demonstrated in the growing scholarly interest in reading the novel from the identificatory perspective
of the migrant other: less foreign threat, according to Viragh, Dracula symbolizes the stateless
refugee’s experience, denied his own culture, language, and agency in the host nation.23 And while the
vampire has become increasingly a figure of sympathetic identification and ‘no longer terrifyingly
parasitic’ in 21st century popular culture,24 the BBC miniseries recalls earlier renderings of the vampire
as beastly threat. Episode 1’s title, ‘The Rules of the Beast’, makes this nonhumanity explicit. While
highlighting Dracula’s linguistic-cultural parasitism, the series elides his cultural background, which the
novel is both fascinated by and portrays as racially-linguistically chaotic.25 In its avoidance to signal the
Count’s cultural background, the series is also notably different from one of its primary intertextual
references, Tod Browning’s 1931 film version with Béla Lugosi. While a range of allusions are made to
that film’s classic lines and iconographies (e.g. ‘I never drink wine’ is repeatedly uttered), a key (extra)textual aspect is left behind: the blueprint gains much of its transparent meanings around the Count’s
Eastern European foreignness by the casting of Hungarian-identifying Transylvanian-born Lugosi,
whose star persona in Hollywood was rendered through his accented foreignness. But just like this
version of Dracula is uninterested in engaging with the Count’s cultural background, film and media
scholarship, although fascinated by vampires, avoids recognising filmed versions of Dracula as
immigration/exile allegories.26
It is worth lingering briefly with the question of casting choices for their ramifications on the Eastern
European’s position in the British cultural imaginary. Apart from the hugely influential instance of
Lugosi, Dracula has overwhelmingly been played by Anglophone actors in the story’s most widely
known, Anglo-American versions. Yet Lugosi’s presence looms large. Many of these performances,
among them Claes Bang’s here, allude to his interpretation of the role, and, via a mimicry of, and

intertextual play with Lugosi’s performance, channel his Hungarian accent into a performance of
national foreignness through imitated accent. Also crucial here is Bang’s own Danish national identity.
Indeed, in all three series native speakers of Germanic languages play Eastern Europeans: the English
Jodie Comer plays Russian Villanelle and the Danish Kim Bodnia is Russian spy Konstantin in Killing Eve,
the English Dolly Wells is Agatha/Zoe Van Helsing in Dracula, and the Norwegian-Polish Nina Yndis is
Hungarian au pair Magda in Call the Midwife. Especially in Dracula and Killing Eve, these casting choices
display the character’s, and through that, the actor’s skills at accent mimicry. Dracula’s case is genrespecific: his bloodsucking has the added supernatural benefit that he acquires the victim’s language
and native accent via their blood, and thus can appear in the guise of a cultured Western gentleman.
This is a feature of the character as cultural appropriator through violent exsanguination never so
directly expressed in the novel or later adaptations. Consequently, when he imbibes Jonathan Harker’s
blood, this does not only effect Dracula’s rejuvenation and Harker’s physical decomposition, which for
Arata signals the novel’s anxieties about British deracination,27 but a literal theft of ‘authentic’ English
language and cultured accent. Through this narratively stressed identification of blood with native
culture (language) and homeland, the miniseries conjures up eugenic imaginaries, literalizing Nazism’s
‘Blut und Boden’ (blood and soil) slogan.28 With his appropriation of language via blood, Dracula poses
a threat to English culture. When, in the same episode, Dracula also dons Harker’s facial skin to deceive
Mina, this Hannibal Lecter-style masquerade further confirms the nature of the threat he represents:
he is able to mimic not only the language but visage of a real Victorian English gentleman to conceal
his true beastliness. This mimicry involves the necessary disintegration of the mimicked, and thus
represents a vital threat to the host country.
While the Eastern European beast’s parasitic appropriation of language extratextually allows for the
non-native English-speaking Scandinavian actor’s display of mimicking an upper-class English accent,
in the Count’s first appearance as aged vampire hiding in his castle, this display of accent skill is reduced
to affecting the stereotype of a ‘Slavic’ English accent. Indeed, if the miniseries foregrounds the
significance of language in the Dracula story (as specific skill and as heterogenous linguistic makeup of
the Empire as shown below), it is strikingly generic in portraying the Count’s linguistic background,
rendered all the more contradictory through frequent allusions to Lugosi’s (Hungarian-accented)
performance. It is worth thinking through these concerns via Dolly Wells’ two Van Helsings. She first
displays a thick Germanic accent in her 19th century iteration as Dutch detective-nun stationed in
Budapest, then a ‘native’ English one as Agatha’s contemporary British descendant Zoe. Actorly display
of virtuoso accent skills plays a key role in the miniseries’ rendering of extratextual multinationalism/culturalism, but this traffic in colourful uses of English seems to extend only to Indo-Germanic linguistic
exchange for the leads at the expense of attention to Eastern European specificity.29

The series’ fascination with singling out the Eastern European as cultural parasite in linguistic terms
becomes increasingly literal, and is perhaps most directly articulated in Episode 2 (‘Blood Vessel’, 1:2).
The linguistic parasitism expressed here is also predicated on the character’s sexual irresistibility. The
episode takes place on the ship Demeter that carries Dracula and other passengers to England, as he
kills them one by one. The multicultural and -national makeup of those aboard ship, comprising
Russian, Romanian, and German crew members, and Indian, German, British and Afro-Caribbean
passengers, allows for the transparent attention on both a variety of accented usages of English as
mediator language and, contrastingly, Dracula’s linguistic parasitism. In one sequence not familiar from
previous iterations of the story, Dracula, in his efforts to seduce a bedazzled Bavarian Duchess, excuses
himself during their English-language conversation to find and feed from a Bavarian deckhand, so he
can acquire his language and dialect. Returning to the dinner table, he continues the conversation in a
just-now-learned/imbibed German, which helps him make a stronger emotional impression on the
Duchess through linguistic bonding.
In this episode, scenes on the Demeter are intercut with his conversing with Agatha in an imaginary
space, which allows for immediate diegetic reflection on his actions. Their debate revolves around his
drive to kill, which Agatha describes as animalistic (‘pig’, ‘like a fox in a hen coop’), Dracula as cultured:
‘like a connoisseur in a wine cellar. One chooses one’s vintages with care’. Dracula poses as a picky
aristocrat but as not affected by class distinctions in his choice of victims/blood: ‘The reds and the
whites, I enjoy both: the Duchess and the deckhand.’ To Agatha’s retort: ‘But you’re careful with your
diet’, he says ‘I have to be, otherwise I would have reached England with the social skills of a Russian
sailor.’ Indeed, his choosiness does not revolve around class but national belonging: the Russian sailor’s
presumed lowly social skills are linked not so much to his class status but his national identity. Dracula’s
Western aspirationalism as snobbery is consistently expressed in his further kills, which he limits to
Indo-Germanic (British, German) victims, while all other non-Western passengers and crew escape his
fangs. In one notable exception, he bites into Adisa (Nathan Stewart-Jarrett), the token Black
passenger whose accent and name imply Afro-Caribbean background; he immediately spits his blood
out and throws the body away with a disgusted growl.
While the novel-Dracula has also been read as anti-Semitic stereotype of the Jew who is allied with
similarly stereotyped Gypsies and Slavs,30 this Dracula represents an Eastern European migrant who
aspires toward inclusion into Western Europeanness by a racism and xenophobia against both his
fellow Eastern Europeans and representatives of multicultural colonial Empire. His threat is then
twofold: a racialized Eastern Europeanness and his own backward racist-xenophobic attitudes
unacceptable for a multicultural Britain that embraces citizens of the Commonwealth, and that only
sees this latter form of racism as problematic, while expressing its own xeno-racism in racist-Dracula.

That this revolves around language-related racialized otherness is articulated in Episode 3 ('The Dark
Compass', 1:3), which introduces Lucy Westenra (Lydia West) as the only ‘race’-swapped of the original
story’s ensemble of characters. The casting of a Black English actor in this role has resonances with the
novel: for Arata, the story’s ‘racial anxieties are clearest’ in Lucy’s case, as ‘Dracula’s kiss serves to
deracinate’ her by unleashing a ‘monstrous sexual appetite’ that occurs via blood exchange with the
Eastern European racialised other, which can only be rectified by infusing her with proper Teutonic
blood.31 The miniseries literalizes the novel’s racial-sexual anxieties by the casting choice, which at the
same time aligns with contemporary practices of ‘colour-blind’ casting and discourses of British
media’s multiculturalism.32 But another crucial consequence of this is the significance it lends to
language as vehicle for culture and ‘race’, emerging in the comparison between Adisa’s and Lucy’s, the
only two Black characters’, different uses: Dracula has no qualms about drinking from Lucy, but
emphatically rejects Adisa, the 19th century Afro-Caribbean manservant. The colonial culture Adisa
represents, signalled through accent, disgusts Dracula, unlike Lucy’s hip, 21st century London
Englishness. This contemporary British imagining of an outdated Eastern European perception of race
telegraphs even more strongly that the Eastern European’s parasitic aspirationalism toward
Westernness is predicated on the series‘ (hence Dracula‘s) understanding of race as position of power,
rather than skin tone.
Let us return to the starting point of Dracula’s tripartite journey: Transylvania and the convent in
Budapest which Dracula invades, and where he first meets his nemesis Agatha Van Helsing. The
convent signifies a transitory space on the Westerly end of the barbaric Eastern Europe that Dracula’s
castle represents. Such a geographic setup is familiar from Western imaginaries of the post-communist
region, which see nations like Romania as the ’primitive East'33 and ‘one of the last authentic
destinations of dark tourism’, while ‘Budapest or Prague [are considered] shinier places that have more
confidently erased their communist past.’34 The scene in which Dracula arrives at the convent gate in
the shape of a wolf forges a link between the Eastern European migrant other’s spatial-geographic
position and the significance of that spatiality for his innate, supernatural barbarism and beastliness.
In a lengthy sequence that is the episode’s gory money shot, he assumes human form, covered in blood
and naked in front of an audience of horrified nuns. Trapped outside the conduit space of Westernness,
he reveals his true, viscerally abject bestiality, which also functions in gendered terms. But if the
convent in Budapest is a bubble of safety, it is both a Western fantasy and a fragile stronghold. The
miniseries’ very first image shows the convent exterior situated on a hillside, accompanied by the
legend ‘Budapest 1897’. We never see more than this of ‘Budapest’, and the impression is that of a
small, remote village, not what it was in truth: a modernized capital city, recognized as an emerging
European metropolis with all its associations of progress and vice.35 Yet the convent operates as an

enclosed safe space of Westernness set apart from a rural remote elsewhere, involving a Western
understanding of multiculturalism: it provides sanctuary for Harker and houses an ethnically diverse
army of stake-wielding warrior nuns (close-up shots pick out Black and Asian women) trained by
Agatha to fight the vampire. This confirmation of raced and ethnic diversity ignores geocultural and
temporal specificity, projecting a Western-centric understanding of diversity onto a space that was
ethnically, linguistically, culturally diverse in its own way, thereby erasing that specific diversity and,
circuitously, aligning with a contemporary Hungarian erasure of past diversity.
The other key motif of the episode, running through the miniseries as narrative enigma, is telegraphed
in its title, ‘The Rules of the Beast’. The title refers to Dracula’s legendary weaknesses enumerated in
a grandstanding speech by Agatha: his inability to cast a reflection (which denies his materiality36), and
his aversion to sunlight and symbols of Christianity. The enlightened, scientistic Agatha’s
preoccupation with Dracula’s unnatural existence revolves around seeking to understand why exactly
these elements cause him harm. Different theories are offered and discarded, until in Episode 3, set in
a scientifically enlightened 21st century England, Zoe/Agatha exposes Dracula’s weaknesses as
psychological, rather than supernatural barriers, confirming the triumph of Western logic and reason.
In this regard, the convent is a transitory space in yet another aspect: as battleground between
Agatha’s rationalism and Dracula’s atavistic, supernatural existence. Through this, the series also
outlines a dyad between the two genre traditions which it seemingly hybridises, the supernatural
vampire fantasy and the English detective story. The latter is signalled through Agatha’s first name,
allusions to Sherlock Holmes, and Episode 2’s whodunit plotting. The two genres’ struggle for
legitimacy (reason and humanism versus the supernatural and animalistic), focalised in the two
attracted opponents, maps itself onto a dyad of enlightened, feminized Westernness and barbaric,
masculine Easternness.

Call the Midwife and the question of Commonwealth versus non-Commonwealth immigrants
This section turns to the BBC flagship programme Call the Midwife, a consistently popular Sunday night
drama series37 also known for its attempts at inclusivity in its plotlines.38 The storyline in our focus here
concerns Magda, the Hungarian au pair who has a short-lived stint working as domestic help at the
Turner household in series seven. She is glamourous, confident and full of sexual charisma – a far cry
from the stereotype of the drab Hungarian émigré, both within the diegesis and extra-textually. The
concerns we unpack here tie into issues not only around stereotypical perceptions of Eastern European
women, but also around accents and acting; the female body and its gendered disfunctions; and
ambiguous attitudes towards motherhood and family ties. This section draws on scholarship on the

programme itself and on the BBC’s concerns with representation of immigrant characters, specifically
the differences between the depictions of Commonwealth and non-Commonwealth immigrants.39 By
focusing both on narrative and on visual aspects of the programme, and particularly the episode arc
involving Magda, this section outlines some of the deep-seated and problematic approaches of
depicting Eastern European femininities, pinpointing the contrast between representations of
Commonwealth and non-Commonwealth immigrants, and highlighting the difference between the
perceived threat they are thought to pose to Britain.40
Just as in the case of Dracula, so too in Call the Midwife’s Magda-storyline the question of accents and
the casting of actors of Scandinavian origin have significance. As noted previously, Magda is played by
the Norwegian-Polish Nina Yndis, who gives the nominally Hungarian character of Magda a ‘Slavic’
accent, which goes unchecked and unquestioned within the diegesis. As we argued with reference to
Dracula, employing such a generic Eastern-European accent raises questions about homogenising an
entire region and about broader issues around racialized representation. The gesture, as we go on to
show, denies specificity and coherence of self to the non-Commonwealth immigrant. This is thrown
into sharp relief when viewed in parallel with a Commonwealth immigrant character introduced into
Call the Midwife in the same season.
Magda’s arrival coincides with the introduction of the much-awaited first Caribbean nurse to Call the
Midwife’s roster of characters:41 Nurse Lucille Anderson arrives to Nonnatus House in Episode 1 of
series seven, while Magda turns up just one episode later. As the two characters’ storylines run several
parallels, they offer themselves for comparison in terms of narrative as well as aesthetic concerns.
These include accents, acting, costume, colour palettes, as well as the notion of female-coded illnesses
– a bladder infection in case of Nurse Anderson, and a pregnancy and illegal abortion for Magda, which
leads her to resign and return to the Continent in disgrace. Perhaps most crucially, the two women
travel inverse trajectories: Lucille’s story takes her from suspicious-inauspicious beginnings to an
unimpeachable moral position, whereas Magda’s initial glamour and competence are put to the lie by
her deceitfulness and moral laxity. The way the programme’s aesthetics and narrative devices explore
and depict these characters’ trajectories inform discourses both around the conception of
Commonwealth and non-Commonwealth immigrants and ideas about family values and motherhood
within these contexts.
Evoking links not only to medical television but also to the British soap opera’s ideological heritage
around community and belonging,42 Nurse Anderson’s introduction to the show is as an absence (she
fails to arrive on time) and as a problem (she is ill, to boot). Although a negative start, it highlights the
necessity of her arrival, and thus her anticipated utility to the community, disturbed by anxieties as to

her suitability. The nurses and sisters of Nonnatus House soon find out her delay is caused by a spell
of inclement weather. The same bad weather that delays Nurse Anderson and causes her illness, also
puts the Turners’ busy schedule under further strain and leads to their decision to engage the services
of an au pair. The significance of this is, thus, twofold: within the narrative it is Nurse Anderson’s
delayed arrival that prompts Nurse and Dr Turner to reconsider their working and domestic situations
and lead them to hire Magda in the following episode; while it is also during this delayed and difficult
journey that Nurse Anderson contracts a debilitating bladder infection. The significance of the bladder
infection lies in the type of illness it is, and in the way it is contextualised as a ‘female’ disease that
affects the areas in/near the female reproductive organs. Nurse Anderson arrives significantly late, ill
with an embarrassing, unsavoury, grim disease. Even the mise-en-scène of her arrival suggests that
she is an infected element entering the healthy body of the NHS. In the very first scene she is onscreen,
Nurse Anderson can be seen bundled up in a crimson woolly scarf as she makes her way towards
Nonnatus House in a snowstorm at night. Thus hampered and weakened by her illness, she trips over
in the muddy slush and injures herself. Seemingly, Nurse Anderson is a problematic element entering
into the world of the Nonnatan nurses and sisters. However, her story arc in the first few episodes of
season seven clearly demonstrates that despite this inauspicious first impression, Nurse Anderson
proves her worth within the framework of the NHS, and thus within the broader framework of British
society. Gesturing to her initial distance from the eventual host country, instead of a clean, efficient,
punctual and – implicitly implied – white nurse, a muddy, injured Black woman shows up late, without
any of her luggage. The circumstances of her arrival, as well as her person, are in turn revealed as
merely superficial and incidental. Her true worth and legitimate claim to belonging are demonstrated
unequivocally: her illness is innocent (if unpleasant), and can be treated on the NHS, whereas Magda’s
pregnancy, and its termination, are intentional as well as morally and legally wrong.
While Nurse Anderson’s Caribbean origins are emphasized in the programme, and there is extratextual evidence highlighting the authenticity of the Caribbean accent produced by Leonie Elliot who
plays her,43 there is less emphasis on Magda’s origins, and – as mentioned above – no evidence either
within the programme’s framework nor in extra-textual materials of any aspiration to accuracy of
representation, in terms of accent performance.44 In the first episode of Magda’s two-episode arc her
origins do not come to the fore at all – rather, her previous au-pair position in Paris is mentioned,
which also serves as a possible explanation for her glamourous appearance, and, perhaps, the
pregnancy. The most prominent mention of her Hungarian origins takes place in a medical setting,
when her examining physician exclaims that in the UK, unlike in Hungary, abortions are not legal. Her
origins matter in terms of her morality, but not the specificity of her ethnic, linguistic, cultural, national
identity. Her character, much like Dracula’s, and as we will see Villanelle’s, draws on a series of

contradictions: where she is expected to be drab,45 she turns out to be glamorously Gallic; but when
focus turns to her sexual ethics, namely that she is unmarried, sexually active, and wants an abortion,
her Hungarianness and distance from the legal-moral norm of Britain (and by extension the
Commonwealth) takes on great significance.
As opposed to Nurse Anderson’s suspicious-to-impeccable trajectory, Magda is introduced as an
unexpectedly glamourous, beautiful, young woman who is efficient and friendly to boot, and whose
fall from grace inversely reflects Nurse Anderson’s rise. Whereas Magda is depicted as an immediately
useful member of the Turner household – clean, efficient, punctual and white - her utility is soon
outweighed by the problems she presents. She is pregnant out of wedlock, and attempts a selfperformed abortion. She does this by sneaking into Nonnatus House and injecting herself with an
abortifacient. This misuse of NHS resources causes her to lose the Turners’ trust and to confront her
unacceptability as an immigrant in Britain. Her encounter with the NHS is nonetheless transformative.
Her life, but not her foetus, is saved by the NHS, the same system she had tried to exploit and selfishly
put under strain. Her disgrace is redemptive: she elects to return to the Continent to study nursing and
voluntarily gives up her position which had become untenable. Thus, a symbolic abortion happens: as
a foreign body proven unfit, she ejects herself from the host nation, and in this roundabout way
recovers the Turners’ goodwill. Because Magda is an au-pair, an emphatically family-oriented position,
her pregnancy, her desire to terminate it and misuse a publicly funded system of national health, points
towards her inability/unwillingness to adhere to and respect British family values. This notion has
implications on two fronts: on the one hand the fact that the Turners had not expected Magda to be
either as glamourous or as efficient as she is signals ingrained stereotypical images of Eastern European
women both within the programme’s narrative as well as extra-textually; on the other hand this makes
Magda’s deception symbolic of the anxieties about Eastern European women worming their way not
just onto British land but also into the sanctity of the British family.
Most scholarship on Call the Midwife and representations of racialized characters in BBC programmes
agree that Commonwealth immigrants’ representation can be ambiguous and controversial,46 but
there is little mention of non-Commonwealth immigrants in these sources. When they are mentioned
they are contextualised as a unanimous threat: Burton draws the conclusion from analysing Call the
Midwife, The Hour and The Bletchley Circle that ’these shows together share an unquestioned
presumption that immigrants who are not from the Commonwealth are a threat to the British way of
life.’47 Moreover, while Hamad draws a parallel between the arrival of Caribbean nurses into Britain
in the post-war decades and EU citizens working as nurses in the NHS today, her assessment of the
introduction of Nurse Anderson does not make the connection between the issues in representation
of Commonwealth and non-Commonwealth characters in Call the Midwife. By unpacking the parallel

storylines of Nurse Anderson and Magda it becomes clear that while Call the Midwife nods toward a
‘progressive’ representation in its characterisation of Commonwealth immigrants, when it comes to
non-Commonwealth immigrants, Burton’s assessment holds true: Magda remains foreign, threatening
and deceitful, and therefore needs to be expulsed from the contexts of British domesticity.

The Eastern European antiheroine in Killing Eve
We now turn to Killing Eve to underscore how a series celebrated for its empowering representations
of femininity and thus associated with a progressive project to centre complex female characters and
their desires48 nonetheless makes use of the types of gendered and racialized anti-immigrant
discourses we have identified in Dracula and Call the Midwife. Killing Eve’s queerly fatal attraction
between willful women Villanelle and the eponymous Eve Polastri has been understood as a powerful
feminist narrative,49 feeding from showrunner Phoebe Waller-Bridge’s authorial brand based on
Fleabag’s (2016-2019) brutally and comically honest examination of feminine desire.50 While
Villanelle’s murders can be read as feminist liberatory assaults on embodiments of masculinist power
(e.g. the Tuscan grand/godfather, the British double agent who just wanted to provide for his family),
this interpretation requires the reader’s own willfulness: the ignorance of Villanelle’s coding as a
chameleonic Eastern European working on the destabilization of Western capitalist liberal democracy.
In other words, Villanelle may be a feminist killjoy who targets oppressive masculine authority, but she
is also a foreign menace, a beast from the East. Indeed, this is made explicit when, in a scene that has
its counterpart in both Dracula and Call the Midwife, the glamorous, beautiful and erotic Villanelle is
made to confront her own real face, mediated by the putatively objective police camera and her
Russian prison file with its mugshot of a sallow, brutalized, pitiable and abject Oksana.51
Just as the irresistible yet repellent Dracula, and the glamorous yet sordid Magda, Villanelle is riddled
with contradictions: she is simultaneously outlandish in dress and behaviour and supremely able to
infiltrate situations where she does not belong. She is desirable and desiring, but also sexless and
limited in affective range. She is glamorous, but also plain, naïve and girlish (and sometimes boyish).
She is assertive and aggressive, capable of great violence, but also disempowered and lacking agency.
She is a feminist antiheroine, a complex female character, yet a cardboard cut-out caricature of thicklyaccented Eastern European harshness and temper. Indeed, Villanelle is denied a coherent and stable
identity. She is in fact a psychopath: a failing self that is a threat to other selves whose fears and desires
she cannot comprehend and does not respect. In this sense she is no different than (as different as)
Dracula. This has consequences for what the character represents: while Villanelle’s assaults on men
and male-dominated institutions may stem from and serve the feminist project of undoing oppressive

gendered power structures, the character, as imagined, is a product of xeno-racist and misogynistic
visions of Eastern European femininity. The contradictory, irreconcilable character-traits, and her
psychopathic emotional disconnection from others bind Villanelle to post-enlargement discourses of
Eastern Europeans as white yet racialized, unassimilable migrants who pose a threat to community
cohesion in their country of settlement.
It is worth examining the series’ typically arch opening scene (‘Nice Face’, 1:1), which playfully
establishes Villanelle’s skill at inveigling herself unbidden into spaces and relationships. Here we can
see a technical coding of the series’ concern with the uninvited crossing of borders and the resultant
transformation of spaces of nurture and safety into sites of trauma. The scene, set in Vienna, a contact
zone at the limits of Europe’s West and East, serves the same function as Dracula’s Budapest/convent
scene: it reveals the beastliness of an initially attractive figure. Where Dracula relies on exposition and
gore, Killing Eve encodes Villanelle’s invasiveness into mise-en-scène. Let us therefore turn now to the
series’ first few shots. Power-dressed in black and white, accessorized with a blood-spattered Omega,
Villanelle catches the eye of a little girl in an old-fashioned cake shop. Shots and reverse shots between
Villanelle and the young girl are made unfamiliar as the camera reveals the waiter behind the counter
engaging the girl’s gaze with a beaming smile and a wink. What we first saw as shots of the girl looking
at Villanelle are recoded as glances directed at the waiter. We see Villanelle’s eyes and mouth in
extreme close-up as she produces a replica of the waiter’s smile. The girl adjusts her eyeline a fraction
and smiles back at Villanelle now. Suddenly the waiter finds himself on the sidelines. Villanelle has
displaced him and turned the girl’s attention to herself. She has extracted from the girl a smile that
grows from tentative to beaming. Satisfied with a relationship disrupted and a confidence gained,
Villanelle leaves and as she walks past the girl, she flicks the ice cream bowl into her lap. We hear the
commotion but cut to an exterior shot of the café as Villanelle smiles with satisfaction. This opening
scene establishes Villanelle as a character with a total absence of empathy who delights in her skills to
deceive and hurt. Her utter lack of any maternal instinct is fundamental to the character’s credentials
as a feminist antiheroine. However, this failure to align with gendered expectations is entangled with
a mise-en-scène and performance of infiltration, uninvited penetration and disruption of an ordered
and pleasant, if boring, norm. This shifts the emphasis from a powerful rejection of a powerless
position to a troubling and hitherto unacknowledged embodiment of the same stereotypes of Eastern
Europeanness that posit Magda as the superficially attractive but in truth morally and physically
compromised and therefore dangerous foreign other.
It is important to underscore just how tethered both Villanelle and Eve are to masculinist standards
and institutions, in spite of their ostensible defiance of male control and willful resistance to what Sara
Ahmed calls the ‘straightening devices’ of compulsory heterosexuality.52 This contingency on

masculinist structures of power (Nurse Anderson and Magda’s inverse trajectories writ large) is
important, because it sets limits to what independence either one can achieve, while also highlighting
key differences in the way Eve and Villanelle are gendered and racialized. Eve may be played by the
U.S.-accented Asian-American star Sandra Oh, but she is rooted in a mundane world of British
domesticity and office routine and is thus included in a position of unexceptional (British) normality
presented as an ostensibly frictionless multiculturalism from which Villanelle is excluded. Oh’s offscreen position of power – as executive producer – is replicated on the screen and can be apprehended
in the character’s familiarity and ordinariness, not to mention centrality to the narrative. Eve’s job,
arranging security for diplomatic visitors, that is to say limiting and policing what interactions overseas
visitors may have on British territory, is crucial to the state’s efforts to maintain its sovereignty. Her
work is, therefore, fundamentally linked to policing a British national identity. (This does not change
when she is redeployed to the Villanelle taskforce.) For U.K. audiences, in spite of her accent, Oh is a
figure of identification. Indeed, to accommodate that accent, it is established early on that Eve was
born in Britain and returned to live there after a childhood spent in the U.S. Through a combination of
– colourblind53 – casting, characterization, performance and exposition, Eve is explicitly coded as an
exemplar of the English-speaking audience, whether watching in the U.K. or the U.S.
By contrast, Villanelle’s world is presented as universally alien. She moves with seemingly boundless
freedom between scenes familiar from the frothy fantasy of big-budget tourism promotional films and
racist imaginings of dour Eastern European wastelands. While in ‘Nice Face’ she deftly squeezes a
tomato on a bruschetta astride a Moto Guzzi V7 in a sun-drenched Tuscan olive grove54 before killing
a doting grandfather in his wife’s Burberry maxi dress,55 in ‘Take Me to the Hole’ (1:6) she is tricked
into returning to a hellish women’s prison in Russia, where she endures sadistic invasions of her privacy
and violent bodily assaults, and is made to assume the costume and demeanour of victimized Oksana
familiar from the prison file’s mugshot. Tellingly, the mugshot is deployed once more in the third
season in ‘Are You from Pinner’ (3:5). This episode sees Villanelle return to Russia to meet her mother
(Evgenia Dodina) and extended family. In a cavalier disregard for cultural and geographic specificity
that we have highlighted across all series discussed here, the Russian village is played by a
Transylvanian hamlet, Comandău in Romania, complete with a carved wooden gate characteristic of
the region. Slavic-accented psychopathic murderer Villanelle is thus imagined as hailing from Dracula’s
neck of the woods. The show gives up all pretence of subtlety or complexity of characterization:
Villanelle’s family are painted with the broadest xeno-racist brushstrokes. They speak English with a
thick accent, revere sauerkraut, fail to recognize Elton John’s queerness, have a flair for bad fashion,
are impassive yet impassioned, cynical in the face of death and have a closeness to nature expressed
in the harvest festival, its dung-throwing competition, and the absence of infrastructure and

technological development underscored by the fetishization of electronic gadgets. Much like Dracula
is reduced to an object of knowledge over whom Agatha/Zoe Van Helsing claims total epistemic
mastery, and Magda, too, is found out in more senses than one, Villanelle completes her journey from
unknowable and seemingly uncontainable threat to a pitiable solved riddle, a sullen problem child.
Indeed, the episode goes further than all others to present Villanelle as infantile in her passions, likes,
hurts and actions.
Eve and Villanelle could not be more unalike. While Eve lives and works in the familiar terrains of the
terraced house and the regimented and frustrating order of the office, but possesses governmental
authority as a British state security official, Villanelle moves with ease between and across political,
cultural, linguistic and emotional borders, but is constrained and lacks what Hage calls managerial
powers over the (national) community.56 The series systematically pits the two models of femininity
against each other: each desires the other (thus desires otherwise), and each works on the other’s
destruction (thus wills irreconcilable outcomes). And while other women characters play important
parts, most notably Fiona Shaw as Carolyn and to a lesser extent Harriet Walter as Dasha, they do not
represent different models of femininity. Rather, they echo and, through repetition, confirm Eve and
Villanelle’s respective positions as each other’s opposite, as the one the other cannot have or be. Both
are ostensibly empowered and empowering, but both are in truth constrained, defined in relation to
their own position vis a vis the masculine, the paternal, and the ordinary. This entails a differential
relationship to whiteness. Eve’s Britishness is complicated – ‘hyphenated’, in Naficy’s terms57 – but
uncontested, and her racialization is skin-deep. By contrast Villanelle’s aspiration to whiteness and
accumulation of markers of a jet-setting Continental elite identity is routinely undercut by reminders
of her originary Russian drabness, her paradoxical exoticism, and her psychopathic infantilism. These
qualities remove her from the ordinary and root her in a xeno-racist vision of Eastern Europeanness
that racializes her as not quite white.

Conclusion
This article has highlighted the centrality of discourses of the Eastern European itinerant’s
erotic/glamorous appeal undercut by contagious contact in Brexit-era BBC quality programming. It
focused on television fictions rather than factual programming, to draw attention to enduring xenoracist stereotypes in popular media representations outside of genres (e.g. reality television; news
reportage) typically analysed in sociologically-oriented media scholarship for popular imaginings of the
national community.58 However, as we have shown, the notion that the superficially healthy body of
the foreign other hides contagion, that the erotic, seductive, sexually available queer body is a threat

to healthy reproduction of the nation, a central plank of eugenistic discourses and scientistic racism
which provided the basis for over a century of genocidal horrors, remains encoded in television fiction
representations celebrated for their ostensible progressiveness in terms of their identity politics.59 In
our theoretically and historically-grounded close textual analysis of Dracula, Call the Midwife’s Magda
storyline and Killing Eve we have demonstrated that the Eastern European other remains
conceptualized within a dehumanizing discourse of beastly threat, natural disaster, seductive toxicity
and inclement weather; a discourse only intensified in Brexit-era Britain. We linked these xeno-racist
patterns to long-established tropes of scientistic eugenic racism and made the key point that these are
nestled within ostensibly progressive mainstream television programming of the present era,
putatively produced to reflect a multicultural Britain to domestic and overseas audiences alike. Such
programmes performatively imagine a British national identity characterized by frictionless ethnic
diversity, while exploiting dehumanizing xeno-racist stereotypes of the itinerant Eastern European
other in fictionalized representations of the United Kingdom’s nostalgia-tinted pasts and Brexitinflected present. This demonstrates that the same assumed right and power to manage the national
space is at work in the BBC’s practice of inclusion that, according to Hage, underpins the practice of
exclusion claimed by those who yearn to produce and police a white nation. Ultimately, it seems, the
task of imagining a national space, whether aimed at a domestic audience addressed as the community
that inhabits that space, or at an international audience positioned as a diverse and heterogeneous
public thirsting to be addressed directly by inclusive programming, inevitably entails the exclusion of
bodies coded as failing to meet criteria for acceptance into the imagined community.
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